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COMMENTARY
Would You Like A Panda With Those·Waffles?
-Slick Willie Leads Us On
Il·;~~Ha~l.-,:Syrt~~~-.:~/.:·=
.: =:11

.
· •·

.

,
.
.
, . ·
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· During his firsfweeks iri officeBillOintontooktwoeasyroads
to change; two roads where Congress has not yet setup its legisla·tive road blocks. First, he issued an
Executive Order reversing the
"gag" rule, the Order forbidding
doctorsingovernmentfundedfamilyptanning clinics from discussing
abortion with their patients. His
action was received with little fanfare. Liberals were not very excited. The extremely radical left
will not be happy until abortions
are free for everybody. Theconseryatives also did not criticize the
l'resident because they were embarrassed by the rule to begin with.
Also, the c.on._. ,
stituents whom '·
the new Order
adversely effects, the unborn children,
arenot'available

have given in so
does
not
easily.
He
stand
for
should have
something, ,.,..,:.
done more comhe
may
manding and
sometimes
less negotiating.
fall f<;>r anyFinally,
thing. All
that the Presileaders must
dent even chose
compromise.
to focus on this
However,
issue during his
knowing
when to com- ::r::!t[i\:,,;,:;;::::, :::::= '.'. '..'.·:.: ....::.::j:=J (/ · ' :::'' ji:j first ·two weeks
in office demonpromise is a
strates that he has a flawed sense of
sign of great leadership.
· ThePresident'shomosexuals priori ties. This is not a ·major probin the military compromise was lem facing our country. It is not
disturbing for a number of rea- even the major problem facing the
forreasonsheconsidersle~timate, sons. First, if he had issued an gay community. It is merely a foothe may change his position ExecutiveOrderwithoutadebate, note to past governmental discrimi("waffle")in the face of the slightest Congress would have had to pass a nation perpetuated bythemostconcontroversy or for his own political blatantly discriminatory statute to servative branch of government,
gain. ls this override the Order. Such legisla- the military. Our country has more
leadership? · tion would have been highly con- serious problems such as the defiNo, but it is troversial. Congress probably cit, unemployment, and the
politics as would have taken months before economy. Although President
usual. I be- even deciding when to vote. By Clinton finally addressed these islieve in the then the effects of allowing homo- sues in his State of the Union AdPerot sup- sexuals to openly serve in the mili- . d!ess, we can only hope that he

religiousrightturned hisattemptat
a d~isicm.into. a three_ring circus. . ::
, -~ ·· · Fo~twoweek~,tl:tepre~~ct_ed · ~
like homosexuals wanted to. take .
over the military and turn the barracks into bath houses. Surprisingly, most of the public.ignored
this absurdity. In the end, people
werescreamingattheirtelevisions,
"Who cares!" So what if gays want
toserveinthemilitary,atleastthey
are patriotic.
Whatever your views on either subject, what is most disturbing about these incidents is that
they demonstrate that when President Clinton panders to one group

foT com"q\et\\
yet, nor wHl

o T\ e T

maxim-Jou

. many of them
ever be given a
chancetospeak.
,
The new President had an easy decision.
Ournew''leader"didnothave
itsoeasywithhisfailedattemptto
letgaysintothemilitary. Maybe he
thought it was not such a big deal,
or maybe he saw a major injustice
that contributes to the overall atmosphere of bigotry and discrimination in this county. Whatever his
motive, the news hungry media,
theclosed minded military, and the

cannot trust
politicians
no matter
what their political party. .
Regarding abortion, like Dan
Quayle, Bill Clinton strives to be
bothpro-choiceandpro-life.Only
time will tell whether he can balance the competing and paradoxical values of rights and responsibilities which frame this debate
without sounding absurd. But the
homosexual debate is more telling.
His compromise with the military
demonstrates that if the President

\ary cou\d have ·been evaluated
more closely instead of being de-

doe~ no\ also negotiate these priori-

ties away.

Character was not an issue in
bated by "experts" exploring hypothetical "what ifs". Second, the the 1992 election. It could not have
President is supposed to be Com- been. Neither major candidate had
mander in Chief of the armed any. Ross Perot had some character
forces. However,PresidentClinton until he claimed that the federal
seemedtobenegotiatingthisposi- black panthers tried to raid his
tion awa,y to this country's daughters wedding (or something
unelected military leaders. In a like that). President Clinton has a
more urgent situation, when the long way to go before he proves
military is reluctant to follow an -that he has character. He has to be
Executive Order, using this recent more than a good listener. He has
incident as a precedent, will the . to set his goals, and defend them for
military leaders come whining to the next four years. If he tries to be
the White House before ta.king ac- the glue that holds the Democratic
tion? PresidentClintonshouldnot party together, we will all suffer.
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In February, 1993, Gary Graifman (NYIS '80) from the firm of
Kantrowitz & Goldhamer won a rare trademark lawsuit in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. "Although we had some initial misgivings about a New
York company defending a case in South Dakota against a local company,
we believed the facts weighted strongly in our favor and that a fair jury
anywhere would see that. The jurors in this case were obviously
conscientious about deciding the matter fairly and on the facts,".
Dakota Blue Corp., the successful designer jeanswear company
which distributes and sells popular novelty jeanswear under the trademark DAKOTA-BLUE won a trademark infringement lawsuit entitling it
to continue use of its name. A South Dakota jury returned a verdict in
Dakota Blue's favor in Federal Court on·February 12, 1993. The jury held
the company's mark does not infringe on the mark of the plaintiffDakota
Industries, Inc. or its licensee M. Fine & Sons. Dakota Blue Corp is based
in New York City.
The case is unusual because trademark infringement suits are rarely
tried by a jury and Dakota Industries, Inc. claimed exclusive ownership
of a mark derived from a geographical term. The trial culminated a four
year lawsuit.
.
·Gary Graifman was a night student turned day student and initi~lly
opened his own law firm. Four years ago, Mr. Graifman left his own
practice to beeome a partner at Kantrowitz & Goldhamer.

MORE STUDENTS CHOOSE BAR/BRI
THROUGHOUT NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY,
CONNECTICUT AND THE NATION
THAN CHOOSE ALL OTHER COURSES
COMBINED.
THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY.

BAR/BRI PROVIDES
PERSONAL
ATTENTION
BAR/BRl's exclusive Q & A1m clinic has more
than 40 attorneys available to answer substantive
q1,1estions from 8 AM to MIDNIGHT, 7. days a
week during the course.

BAR REVIEW

New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and the
Nation's Largest and Most Personalized
Bar Review Course.
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Student Services to ·
Seize Student Funds?

LESBIAN AND GAY
LAW STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

On Thursday, February 18, Student Bar Association Pres!dent
Douglas Stem announced that the Office of Student Services may take
over the Student Senate role in allocating funds for student organizations. The announcement led off a long and hot debate at the Student
Senate meeting. The 'meeting was attended by Ms. Sally Harding and
Dean Matthew Wilkes of Student Services. Third year Senator Delvis
Valdes made a motion that the Student Senate dissolve itself in protest
of the administration interference. At one point, a Student Services
employee disrupted the meeting an an attempt to silence a student
senator. The debate centered on two closely related issues: accounting
for student activity funds and tl)e, disµi.bution of the student activity
funds to student organizations.
At the final Student Senate meeting of the Fall 1992 semester, SBA
Treasurer Joan Sutton announced that an $8,000.00 surplus had been
discovered in SBA accounts. According to President Stem, this "discovery" was communicated to members of the Executive Committee only
a few minutes before the.meeting. Funding requests from two activities,
the Barrister's Ball and the Public Interest Coalition were then presented
to. the meeting by the treasurer. Presented to the Senate without going
through the Budget Commission, senators approved the expenditure of
• $4,800.00 for the Barrister's Ball and $3,000.00 for tlie Public Interest · ·
Coalition: The am0uhtstotalled $7,80<fOO." · -·
.
..
At the ~nning of th~ fall semester, th~ Student Senate inherited
a $10,000.00 can;yover fronrprevious seJ!lesters. A!cording toa:.presen- '
tation made to the Senate, not only did the Student Senate spend the
entire student activity fee moneffrom fall 1992~ but also spent the entire
carryover funds as well.
At press time, not all infol'!'l~tion about the SBA budget crisis was
availab~e. The Reporter staff is working on a feature story on the budget
problems. Look for the full story in the next issue of the Reporter

Thank you to everyone who made the trip to Battery Park City for
the Inauguration Day Party! The tape of Bill Clinton's speech and Maya
Angelou's" ARock, a River, and a Tree" is still available for those who
missed the party but would still like to see the events of the day.
The next scheduled LGLSA event is the on-campus conference,
"Lesbians and Gay Men in the Law 1993." The conference will take place
on Saturday, March 6, from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. This important event
is sponsored by the Lesbian and Gay Law Association of Greater New
York along with the Sex and Law Committee and the Special Committee
on Lesbians and Gay Men in the Legal Profession of the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, and the Career Services Office of New York
Law School. Panelists will include professors and career services officers
from NYLS, .Cardozo, Columbia, and CUNY; the Hon. Joan B. Lobis,
Justice ofthe New York State Supreme Court and Co-Chairof the Special
Comrnittee 'on•tesblans·and-Gay ~en in the Legal Profession; many
prominent New York area attorneys; and Sandra Lowe from the Governor's
Office of Lesbian and Gay concerns. The registration fee on the day of the
conference will be $10 for students and $20 for lawyers.
As always, for information about future LGLSA events, or to be
included on the ll.GLSA mailing/phone list, leave a note in our mailbox.
Otis Damslet is a third-year student and media coordinator for the New
York Law School Le~bian and Gay Law S!1J.d ents Association.
'

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL'~
ABOUT CYPRUS?
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THE NEW YORK
LAW SCHOOL
REPORTER
Dear Fellow Students,

The Reporter would like to extend a personal invitation for
you to join our staff. We welcome editorials, new, cartoons,
photos and artwork. We encourage short articles and feature
stories. We also print short fiction works.
The Reporter is an open organization. Students join by
writing articles, creating cartoons, selling advertising or per·
forming layout duties. Work on the Reporter involves learning
mastery of computers, laser printers, color scanners and other
hardware. We also learn the short cuts involved in the use of
software; WordPerfect, Word for Windows, Aldus Pagemaker,
and Aldus Photo Styler. Working together we develop editing
and layout skills. We work fogether in an atmosphere of friendly
and constructive criticism as we hone our writing skills. Most of
the work of producing the Reporter is low key, but we do learn
to work together under pressure to meet publication schedules.
Stop by our office and talk with the staff. ·

I'

I>

I

I•

This article is for those of you who have heard about Cyprus,but
don't really know too much about the island and wonder why people of
Greek descent go on about Cyprus ad nauseum.
Cyprus is an independent republic in the Aegean, not another
Greek island. It is the home of both Cypriots of Greek descent and
Cypriots ofTurkish descent. Enmity betweef1 Greeks and'T urks has long
been the norm, so the relationship between the Greek and Tu'rkish
Cypriots was wrought with conflict. It was in July, 1974 that the "Cyprus
problem" escalated. A cup d'etat was attempted under the leadership of
Greek officers so as to overthrow the regime and unify Cyprus with
Greece. In response, Turkey invaded island. Turkish forces made their
way to the north-0f Cyprus, the Greek portion of the island. The Greek
Cypriots fled south, and Turkey recirculated the Turkish Cypriots from
their homes in the south .to the north of Cyprus. In November, 1983, the
occupied north of Cyprus declared itself the .independent "Turkish
. Republic of Northern Cyprus". To this day, Turkish troops occupy
northern Cyprus.
Turkey's invasion entailed gross violations of human rights. In
addition to causing an estimated 180,000 Greek Cypriots and 37,000
Turkish Cypriots to become refugees, turkish soldiers murdered civilians, stole property of Greek Cypriots, severely tortured Greek Cypriot
prisoners, and committed rapes on a large scale against Greek Cypriot
women from the ages of 12 to 79. This list is not complete, but is indicative
of the crimes Turkey committed without impunity.
·'
Turkey's continuing occupation constitutes not only a violation
of.international law for the past 18 years but aJso a glaring reminder that
Turkeygotawaywithinvadinganationthoughtheintemationalcommunity doesn't think so.
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Chances are thatif you keep one ear on classroom discussion and the
other ear tuned in to the NYlS gossip grapevine you've already heard
about the ruckus that had exploded at the last SBA Senate meeting this
past Thursday, (2/19/93).
The word had already come down from the administration to the
Senators that the administration was not pleased with the way in which
the SBA had allocated student activity fees. The administration said that
the Senators had better come up with a solution to this problem bulK
the administration would correct the problem as they saw fit.
As if that was not enough to crush the spirit of Democracy and voting
amongst the Senators, who-to remind you, give of their time pro-bono, the
administration further stated at the budget meeting that WHATEVER
solution the Senators devise that it would be subject to the approval of
Student Services. Furthermore, in the future, any further allocations
would also be subject to "Big Brother'' review.
For these reasons this Senator rose to the floor and made a motion
thattheSBAbedisbanded,duetothefactthattheadministrationwasbent
on controlling the process whether we participated or not. There was·
heated debate on this motion, and a fellow Senator stated that he was
disgusted becau5e he was sitting amongst a bunch of"cowards", because
we were contemplating disbanding, at the same time this same Senator
stated that we should come up with an answer to the administration's
request that we re-fund the SBA account. If I am missing the point please
let me know. If I am a coward for making a motion to disband in light of
the no-win position that the administration has put the Senators in, then
what type of person is the Senator who bows down and accepts these
directives from above without question? We need to stand up on our feet
and tell the administration that perhaps it is them.that are mistaken.

..

SPORTS BAR
. 126 CHAMBERS STBEET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10007

NAME

ONLY

It is this Senator's opinion that the administration has no place in
dictating the business of the Senate. That business has been delegated to
the Senators through a constitutional process, and the meetings have been
properly conducted: Throughout the course of allocations at the budget
meeting, which, to let you know, a member of the administration was
present for the duration, the Senators knew full well in advance thatthere
was more requests for funds than there were funds. The Senators had to
make some tough choices on what to give and whom to give it to. The
bottom line is that the Senators did their job. There may be disagreement
and dissension as to what should have been funded and what should not
have been funded, however, the premise is that the requests are debated
then the allocation is voted upon, and that is what happened. In the end
no one was allowed to purchase plane tickets to Hawaii or no student went
to Atlantic City to gamble with their allocations. The money went to clubs
who in the opinion of the majority of Senators are active and are working
hard to put forth quality events and productions.
This administrative action is a slap in the face to every hardworking
student who takes the time out to do extra-curricular activities. This is a
school where students barely have enough time to do their studies and
look for a job. Those who do take the time out should be given more
support by the school administr~tion. Students should not be left in limbo
as to whether they will be able to financially pull off an event and have all
their effort go to waste.

Delvis Valdes, 3rd Year Day Senator
Yearbook, Editor-in-Chief
L41tino Law Students Societ)', President
I

•

-
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1993 VALENTINES
Liz Ames: School is boring since you left. Ricky Ballerini: Roses are red, Law review is
· blue, life would.be tough, except for you. J.
Keep the flame alive.
Liza LaRousse: All good things come to
those who wait. We just didn't have to
wait to long with you.
Dear asbestos pants: get a little closer to
All the guys girls: HO HO HO. I'm going the fire. Rick
to steal your boyfriends. Ho.
M. Ashton: This is a demand note for a
To the Academic Standards Committee: neck rub. Payable on demand.
Why not pull in some of the professors Monica Ashton:· Congrats on the writing
who grade on a C- curve instead of great prize: we knew you would win.
professors who teach students to excell?
If you call in the B- curve professors, it E. Avery: So, when, already?
seems hypocritical not to call in the C- ElaineAvery:Promiseyouwillstudywith
curve professors. There is a real double me this semester!
standard at work at NYLS. If you still
worship the ''bell curve", why is there
only a 'problem with some professors
whose curve is high- and never a problem with an asshole who thinks NYLS
studentsdon'tdeservean "A"? Concerned
Alumni.
Brent: You just want a hug... what a loser!
Molly.
Ali A.: I love you! R.A.

Boobie I: You'll always be the only one for
me!!! BoObie Il'93.
David Bass: Next time you get drunk will
you put your ass in my face instead ofon the
copy rnac;hine.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

B

Matthew Adams: You are the best friend.
K

Brent 20 room apartment, lots of money,
silk boxers, a case of Ramses, and you
STILL can't hook! Da!
Bob A.'94: The most high-flying 2nd year.
.
.
Keep it in the air. Love R.
- Joey Buattafuoco: If you bed to me hke
.
?
you lied to Amy Fisher, I'll shoot the right
Craig A.: I agreed to marry you. Wow.1 1 Buattafuoco, and I wont miss. G.G.
must be nuts. Love Christine.
Brent I left you, you deserved it, be a man!
Monica A.: Happy Valentine's Day. I love Molly.
you, my friend. '93.
Brent: If I hadn't heard about this hug
Leslie Abella: Tough times, but great
thing I probably would have spoken to
friends make it all a little easier. Thanks.
you at least once. Mary D.
Danny Abriano: Happy Valentine's Day.
Brent: Thank God we cancelled that
You make me proud. mom.
date...especially since charitable donations
Gerianne Abriano: Be my valentine. I en- are no longer tax deductible! Waitress at
joy the few classes we take together. You Smuggler's Notch.
are a sight for sleepy eyes. I always feel
Brendan B.: I want to suck on your toes.
more awake after seeing you in the mornYour secret valentine
ing. Mr. Fem Jur.
·George B.: Happy Valentine's Day! Mary
To the nice people in the Accounting Office:Thanksforstraighteningoutmyprob- Debra B.: A great inspiration to your
lems over the last year and a half. You friends. We all love you.
guys set the standard for what adminis- Bobby B.: I hope to see you at the next
trators at New York Law School should party. TD.
be like. I wish you people would take over
Heather B.: Roses are red, violets are blue,
the registrar's office as well. 2L.
friends are great and so are you. LN.
Ali Agha: Your lips say no but your eyes
Liane B.: I look forward to our next class
say yes.
together. You definitely brighten ·m y day
Gloria Aguirre: Have a happy valentines whenever I see you. '94.
day-from your friend on the "E" train.
PotB.:Youusedmeandabusedme. Then
Kathleen Akeju: I just wanted to let you you left me to dry out. I'm still a little
know that you have added so much to all moist. The K. Deli Guy.
ofour law school experiences. Your friends
Pat B.: You're my little hand sander. Let's·
in the little section.
smooth out the rough spots. Try a little
Alex & Grace: When are Ug and Home integrity.
due? Guess Who '93.
Pat: I miss our nights at Plato's Retreat!
Alesia Albanese: Congratulations from
all yourold friends in Section A. The other Rich B. 2L: Eat up, my sweet. Shrimp
Scampi '94.
two virgins are very envious of you and
Rupi B.: I really like you but I don't think
all of the guys are jealous of Mitch.
Marc Albert:-still the man-get to stan's. you even look at me. The Woman with the
Blue Eyes.
Liz'Ames: Wemissyou. Butnottoomuch.

-...i.------------
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Brendan Barry: How about a tall cool flute of
champagne and a hot tub big guy? LL.
Brendam Barry: Ad Manager? What year
AD? We've got hundreds ofads to sell. This
year. Hopefully. Dick.
Rose Barry: I hope to spend the next few
years studying in your company. Friends
make it all worth while. Together we will
accomplish our goals.
Rose Barry: Be my valentine. D.
Liane Bass: I enjoyed the Civil Law Clinic
only because of your presence. ZZTOP.
Liane Bass: I love your smile. But I think I
already mentioned that. Mike.
Matthew Bender: I adore you! Let me edit
your works! Publish me! Love, the publish
or perish professor.
Pat B: We should spend more time apart. I
think your friends are missing you. Love
Your Hand.
Pat Benn: Roses are red, violets are blue, the
Irish drink alot, and you were more fun
when you used to drink to much too. Love
the dark side.
Sharon Bennett: Happy Valentine' s Day. I
love you. Kiss the baby for me. M.
Bill Bemarduci: Give me a break. f.
Ravi Bhamre: You know that the three
women behind you all adore you-pay attention to one of us!
Barry Block: Congratulations on your bar
admission. We know you will do well in
years to come. Remember to stay involved.
We'll look for you at the Alumni Association. The staff.
Professor Botein: Is it to be just Videotape?
What, no Sex? What, no Lies? And they call
this Communication?
Kevin Brady: I hope you are not married yet.
KO
,
Joe Brennan: It was great taking Feminist
Jurisprudence with you. It really made the
class interesting-especially your brave stand
on women's wages. It would have been a
much quieter and less interesting class without you.
Jeffrey Broderick: Roses are red, violets are
blue, if you lick my feet, I'll lick yours too! H.
Brent:Ilovetostayupwithyouallnight...and
talk. Hugs, but no kisses, Margarite, Joe and
Pete.'93

The New York Law School Reporter
Heather Brownlie: I think you are the smartest one at the front of the SBA meetings.
Why don't you run for president? It would
be better than the bow twins who usually
run the meetings.
Heather Brownlie: I love you. Be my Valentine. M.

Fred Cederqvist: W~en is the next issue of
thereMEDIAI LAW PROJECT NEWSLETTER coming out? Will I have to bring my
motorcycle gang up to school and discipline you properly? I'll bring a whip. Love,
Biker Bill In FLA.
P~fessor Cerruti: Thanks for a great class.

Andrew Craner: I really enjoyed your
comments in class. Speak up more often.
Andrew Craner: You helped make Feminist Jurisprudence a godd time. I hope we
take another class together next year. Your
buddy.

H. Brownlie: Quiet, smart, and beautiful.
Be the SBA prez next year. Fellow Disney
Admirer

Charlie: How do you get to Queens from
Bloomsburg? Please call me again!! Love
Kirsten.

Fernando Cruz: You are so sweet. H you
came to class more often I could get to
know you. The won:mn who sits on your
right (when you are there). '94

K.B.: The deposit is about up. Interested?

C.P.: You were a cute Raggedy Ann but
you're still a blah. Love C.H.

Drew Craner: To a true believer in the
American Constitution!

Charlie: You really are a nice guy. Care to
meetmeonarooftop?Iwantadanceatthe
Barrister's Ball. J.

Mr. Curry '96: It has got to get better. J.

Professor Buckler: You can interview me
anytime. Excited clinician.
B. Burns: Even though you don't have a
huge upper east side apartment anymore,
we will still love you ... .NOT! The N.Y.U
Models.
Brent Burns: Why_don't you throw another
party?

Charlie: My bra is still wrapped around
my neck. Your New Year Love.

Ruth Curtis: I enjoyed our short time
together. Perhaps we'll get to take another class together soon. M.

Professor Chang: Are you for real? Love,
Con Law2.

D

Professor Chen: Do alien law studen also have basic human rights? The first year
seems like a violation of the Helsinki ac- b.D.: It isn't quite that bad. Lean on your
cords. 2L
friends a little. g.
Lisa Chin: Don't wait 'till the last minute. Rose D.: Great Body and I love your

c
Conan: I love the way you laid down your
penal law for me. I'm definitely guilty.
Jezebel.
Craig: I love you. Craig

Lisa Chin: I like school ever since I met you.
LoveM.S.

attitude.

S.D.: Be my Valentine.
Lisa Chin:
work so hard. I always see Mary D. If you didn't study on the 4th
Y?u study:mg. Wa~t to bre'.11< loose and floorofthelibrary,l'dspendmoretimeat .
kick up some sand·
. ; home. Fellow B.J. Admirer

:ou

Craig: The chicken dance...~aking one for
the team? Sure.
- Christine, Beth, Craig and Jeff: Thanx for . Dav:Iloveyou. Thanksforyourhelp. We
N. Caputo: Definitely the head of my the ride. It's been fun. I'll miss our many will overcome.
cram sessions. Rob '93
---------------class...call me sometime big boy...F. ·
DODO: Happyngt_Y~lfnqne's Day, I;.ove,.
Michael Chu: Roses are red violets are Ducker. Class of '93 Check the box: M.S. blue, true friends· stick together like glue:
Craig A: The best ones always get snapped ' ----------------~ Otis Damslet: Be~yvalentffie. Don't play .
upffrst.
; r - , , .,..i ·~,,• '.••··~-· · - ·
M. Cuellh-It is a shame to see you so hard to get you hunk! Whaf s a girl got to
serious: I remember the first year, when
B.C.: just because you're running around you laughed at everything, it seemed. What · do to get your attention.,? ~.
with•D.S!doesn't mean you can't stay over has happened since? Yourfriendsare wor- Otis Damslet: Happy Valentine's Day
every once in a while. J.M.
_from some very special friends.
ried. We love you. _
Grace C.: Please be my Valentine. CD.
~ Mr. Glenn Delgado: You make the days _
Conway: Maybe tonight! She-Wolf.
Dear Nick Caputo: I Love You, I admire Cookie: The best dancer ever! The -best go by a little easier. Thanks for the good
jokes and friendship. S.F.
·
you.
looking body sculpturer! Happy .
Glenn D.: My"fantasy is to cover your
Gardenia C.: You certainly brighten up my Valentine's Day. The gang '93.
body
with honey and lick you from top to
day.Loveyourfriend!Love,yourfriend.
H. Cohen: Lets spend the nighttogether. lr. bottom.
·
Sandy C.: We love you! Keep up the good B. Condon: What? Are you going to be out
work! Happy Valentine's Day. The gang all season? This a~'t the pros. Get a con- MaureenDelgado:Weknowit'shard,but
we respect your determination. Keep it
'93.
tract before you get injured. S.
going strong. '(our friends in Section A.
Sandy C.: Thanks for being such a good Connie, Teri, Michelle, Rose and Tony:
inspirational buddy. We sure have been Hey! Happy V.D.! I miss you guys. Funny, Delvis-The President: You inspire me.
through a heck of alot during the past few we don't get around much anymore. Have Love always, the V.P. '94
years. Ithasbeentrying. But,itcanonlyget we lost our sense of humor or do we just Doctor Dick: Do ~you still make house
better. May we always be friends. Love, HATE IT HERE? Lets have our secretaries calls? I miss you. Please stop by for a visit.
Jackie G. '93
·
call each other and maybe they can have You Jlad the best bedside manner of any.
L. Callender: Thanks for the help with the lunch! I love you. Mother Earth; AKA The one I ever met.
class. You know who.

Singing Hippy.

Candido: Want to take a bath together?
Your lusty lawyer.

Josey: I want your bod. Will you show me
how to do mute court? I'll show you something. K.

S. Casey: The evenings seem so short when
you are around. I always look forward to
seeing you at the end of the day.
Fred "DeadHead" .Cederqvist: I love you.
Want to go to a concert together? I'll bring
enough acid. G.
Fred Cederqvist: Be my valentine. You are
al ways so cool. Want to study together? CB
,.-

Craig: If you believe that it was an accident, you'll also believe I've been faithful
to your memory. Love, Joe Macri and Pete
Wagner
Andrew Craner: Is Phil Donahue really
your uncle?
Fred C: What can I say? Blonds do have
more fun. Stick to your-stereotype.

Mitch Donner and Alesia: Congratulations from all your friends in the Law
School. You'll do great. We love you.
Thanks for getting married on the same day as Simone.
Doug: I like to do it sideways...how about
you? Your dish.
Kevin Down~y: Congratulations on your
new job. at Fordham. We miss you. After
all, you're the guy who let us in to this fine
institution. Class of '93~
Dumpling: I could just eat you up. I love
you. Happy Valentine's Day, my love.
.,
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Doug Stem: As Lame Ducks go, you're the
pits. Find yoUF spine. Butwe still love you.,
dumpling.
•
~·

EHS: Some things never change; I'll always ldve you.
Liz E.: Like everything else, this valentine
is late. Thanks for being a good friend:
. Little Jim.
Rachel Ehrlich: You are a good friend
indeed. I look forward to seeing your
name attached to some great family law
decisions. Love b.
'
Chris Erd: From all your friend~ in section
A; Hope you and Sue have a wonderful
life together.
Tammy Espinel: Wopp'nin g'yal. From
your homeys'.

F

J·

•1

_G
J

- Stephen Goot: You are such a good, caring,
wonderful guy! Thank you for being so
understanding and helpful during my long
long years at NYLS I Love your wonderful
5elf! J. G. '93

Caroline G. '93: I'll love you always. Your
presence has made the law school experience much more pleasant. I've enjoyed the
classes we took together. You haven't received much credit, but you've worked
hard to make NYLS a better place. Any
time you want to hang out in metal bars in
the Village, just let me kn~w.
.
Connie G.: Roses are red, violets are blue,
new friends are great, and old friends are
too. From your friends at NYLS.
Jack G.: Enjoying all of our antics?. Thanks
for being such a good sport with all of that
forced dancing. We all had some great
sushi parties. Thanks for helping out with
those incredible U-Haul moves!
James G.: Be my valentine. Frorri th~ guy
with the morning smile.
Jonathan G.: Where the hell you been boy?
All work and no play makes Jonathan a
dull boy. Come on out and play with me.
Will I have to come down to that dusty
office and drag you out? UNOHU

Steve Goot and the gang at Academic Affairs: Thanks for your assistance over the
past three years. It is a shame that the rest
of the school administration isn't as pleasantly managed as Academic Affairs. Love,
your friends in "C" section, class of '93.
Karen G.: Congratulations. You'll make a
great Mommy. We missed you and we're
glad thatyou'reback. Your favorite editor.
Susan Greenberg: Great party! Great friend!
Great going to school with you!
·
Susan Greenberg: Thanks for being a good
friend. We all love you. Throw another
party and I'll come. Biker '93
Professor Karen Gross: You shouldn't be so
inhibited about receiving valentines from
young, male students who are enamored of
you.
Grzu: Wo zi ni. From A '93.

H

Ronnie G.: You're beautiful babe. Don't
Glen F.: You·are such a good buddy and change. And don't disrespect me. Love
friend. Thank you for all the sweet things W.R.'94.
.
. · ,,. · . . ,, ·--. §:ecelja H:. T~a~s for being such a wonyou do all year for .so many people and so
.. 1JUSt 1oveseemgyoursrmhngface derful budd
Bo
h
kn
many friends. Jackie G. '93.
inthemorning.How·aboutacupofcoffee
"!'- Y we sure ave own
GlenF.: You a~everyone's Valentine. Or, sometime? L.
i _,
each other (bke f~rever) a long time. Hope
at least they wish you were. Anyway, we :.
we are always friends. Than~ for helping
all love your crazy antics and your un- Mom &.Dad G: Thank you for being so me out and being there when things got
usualheroicd'~s.:Yt>umakeeV'eryparty .'Cj. s~-g~~ve and _such :wonder.ful-paret\ts rough.. You are ~up;rl Ha~py Belated
fun and .entertaining!· ·There is ...only one. ~urmg these painful, interesting, yet try- . Valentine's.Day! Lo~e, Jackie G.'93 ~ ·
1 1,l~law school years. All of your six kids · Christine M.: If you don't laugh, its-not ·
like you. We love you!!! The gang '93
thing ~ou both are tops!!! Happy Belated funny.
.
Dean f'.arago: I just hope you are.not in- Valentine'sDay! Love,yourdaughter-JG
flicting your crazy ideas about registra- '93
..
· .
tion on the students at your new school. If Caroline Gargione: Congratulations! We Ms. H.H.: Lets give this up and find a
you are,,I think that it's much better there all ~ow you'll do just great together.
..,d-ese_rt_ed_is_la_n_d_._K_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
than here. '93.
Glenn Gavin: Thanks for being a good Ela~ne Harger: Here's to Progressive LiSueF.: Here'ssomethingthat'snottrivial; buddy. Buddy.
·
brarians everywhere. Don't let the Basleave that whining loudmouth for me. RebecCa Geffner: Come on back to. the tards wear you doWI\. From your comAlex Trebek.
bike bar
rades in the 42 Street Anarchist Brigade.
Jeanne Foster: Please get your story into
. r . · Will you rem~m~r the big Vthe Reporter office immediately. Mike _ twins when you are a big time attorney? Sally Harding: I love you. D.V.
Wood
.Can. the patent law allow those greedy Sally Harding: O~ive Oyle, we've. missed
F
foreigners to copy the big Harley?' Love, · your cheerful smile. All the guys!
Jean orster. Where have you been all the old MC gang.
semester? We miss you.
.
.
Pat Hayes: Congratulations on your wedStephanie Fox:Someofusare beginningto R. Geffner. G~t work. You definite~y - di~g(aboutayearl~te).Weknowyoutwo
wonder at all that attention from a certain deserve a pat on the back~Go get 'em tiger! will do well. The class of '93.
professor who can't let a day go by with- R.Geffner.BemyValentine.FromSnookie. Honey Buns: i'd like to butter your buns.
out calling your name. What gives?
Jackie George: I love you. h.
Mr. Baker.
·

RoseG.

Lori Friedland: You sexy thang!!! y ur
9
partner in Crime.
To Frolic and Detour. Why don't you
cover the New York Law Schbol stories

JackieGeorge:Thanksforall theworkyou
have put in on the Reporter this year. It

reallyshows~impl'.Ovementasaresultof

Jim "Victory at Sea" Horan: Victory is at
hand. We , will fight ·tlwm-· on the
beaches...We won this battJe...ori to the
· patent bar. P. ·
Ja?'es "Custer's Last Stand" Horan: We ··
. missyourgentlehandguidingourthrottles.
·The boys'of the 85th Air Wing.
. Jim "MacArthur Was Right" Horan: You
are correct, s~r. Tactical nuclear weapons
can·~ a vahd option in limited theater
confhcts. Jeanne Krikpatrick. ,

your.efforts. Mike WOOd.
.
~hattheR~porterisafraidtohandle?There · JeannineGerard:HappyValentine'sDay.
lS a lot going on. '94.
Class isn't anywhere near as much fun
To Arthur William Frohlich, months. ~inceyou_s~tched tonights. We miss you
9
HappyFirstValentine'sDay.JackFrohlich m the da}'light hours. Love, "A"
'93 EVE.
J~Gerard:HappyValentine's Day.
Jack Frolick: Come frolic with me. T.
· Smee you switched to nights ~y cross·word skills have slipped. Mr. H.
Jodie Foster: Please come to New Yo~k Stephen Goot ~for the h~lp. D.
Michael Horowitz: Roses are red, violets .Law School. Bring you Mom.
·are blue, whenidon'tse_eyou,_l'mb\uetoo.

. i'..
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a

Maya M.: How !ib.Qut quiet weekend
away from the hustle and bustle? I've got
the time if you've got the beer. C.

A. Lee: H she marries you, it can't be
because you are overly ambitious. Everybody Who Has Attended More Classes
Than You Have.
Ilene: We respect you for bringing up the
problems. Weknowitwashardforyouand
we respect your integrity and dedication.
SBA will be better for your efforts. SBA
Senators

Mary M. Eve.: Get well soon. We all look
forward to your retum--without the
crutches.

Professor Lee: May your Valentine be
average. (Preferably around a B- on a
scale of A-F.) Thanx for nothing, a former
Wills, Trusts, and Future Interests student. '93

Richard M.: The King of the Barristers
Ball. We love you and We appreciate the
fine jo_b you have done. We will allow you
the privilege of one dance, a waltz. The
Queen. Regina Joanna Rex.

Leo: You add a special je ne sais quoi to
Irene: Please come back. I'm sorry. I was the spirit of the jrnl. Your nightly exorstupid. Heh-I want to be a lawyer-what do cisms and blood drinking rituals give us
you expect? I'm sorry-I was a real asshole. all warm fuzzies..You eminate the spirit
I'll probably still be an asshole, but better. I , of St. ValentineTriplesix,loveyourfriends
love you-D.
·on the eighth floor.
Ilene: I love you. M.
------~-------------------To Kim Lang: Be my valentine. You are
the best. I worship you as you worship
Prosser. Bill Meredith

J

James: I wantto handcuff you to my bed and
pourhotwaxonyournipples. D.
Dave Jagger: Hope you and Kate have a
wonderful marriage and all the best to both
of you for the future. Your friends in section

Macri: The dark side grows stronger with
each passing day, and my lust for you
increases exponentially. L.S.
Mike: Thanks for all the lovely sentiments.
So, name the time and place for coffee.
Liane.
·
Joe Macri: Please come to the next SBA
party so we can get together! I'm hot for
;;....
your bod. '94

___________________________

ProfessorLang:Thanksforagreatsemester.
To Dave Levine: We definitely appreciate
the kinder, gentler Dave.
Marylin Levy: Happy Valentine's Day
from your old, fat, bearded co-conspirator. Many revolutions to come.

Patrick Mantione: I'm the King!
Professor Marsico: It is great to learn from
a professor who still gets excited about
doing the right thing. Your Fall '92 Civil
Law Oinic Gang.

Leotha: Be my Valentine. What a great
pair of legs. Don't delay-call now! Your
Joe Conway: The Phantom of the Reporter- · Secret Admirer

Steve Massey: We miss you dear friend.
You were a great teacher, an inspiration
for serious scholarship and a good friend.
Among a gifted facu~ty! your star ship~ .
bright. )'our absence has created a void
that will never be filled. Thanks for being.
there. Class of '93.

A.

Where have you been?
Mick Jagger: I'm so glad that Dean Wellington picked you to get an honorary degree
from old NYL.5. I look forward to seeing you
at the commencement exercise. Your old
buddy.
•

Lori: Be my Valentine you sweet young
---------------------------thing. Lov _, yout'buddy. · · -Lori: Good luck w_ith your new job filling
the mail folders. Be careful of paper cuts.
Keep up the hard work. Rob '93

1'

Joey: You're nicec:J.>.~.H~i..f!tlf.~OO· -~~'~•rti
·1v

:i1r '-/

'·
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K & K: You are beiri.gsued, by me, formental
cruelty, for looking so fine and all that stuff.
Jeremy K.: It has been intriguing to become
friends with a younger man. The older
woman.

Darlene Miloski; Will you have anoth~r
party so I can put on another show? I ju~t
". lov~ being able to show-all mytalents ta'all .
. my fri~nds..! had so much ~n that night.
• ·'• __
....;...;.;;;.______________________
_
Love,J.'
" •,,
r ·1, ·
Darlene M. So many men,
Tell us how you do it.

Andrew M.: The test results were positive! I'm happy. I hope you are as happy
as I am.

little. tiine.

Darlene Miloski: Happy Valentine's Day.
You're so creative and sincere don't let
anything change you. Jim. _

Bryanna M.: Happy second Valentine's
Day. Love always, DaDa.

Mike: Be my Valentine. Jimmy Hoffa.
Mike Morrah: We've got the stuff. Where
have you been? Bring the money! Your
Connection.

Joseph M.: Leave my woman alone or I'll
sick my children on you. Richie
Harry and Marianne Kitsos: Congratula- J0eyM.:Whew!Congratulationsonbreakti<?ns on the baby. We'll make room in the in the Ion t d s ll in NYLS histo !
classof2015,at~NewYorkLa.wSchqol. _ o!Boys. ges _ry pe
ry
Professor Keenan: Thanks for teaching us
whythepublichateslawyers. Love, Evening
2nd year students.

~

Lenny Moy: Happy New Year from all the
"associate" members of the ChineseAmerican Culture Society at NYLS.

Richard M.: When God created bureaucrats he had you in mind. S.B.A.Central/
Command
·

John Mc. 2L: Put the keys in the ignition.
Your little Porsche '94.

Kiyoko: Be mine! Hznjiro '95.

Johruly Mac: You are so dreamy, you
Rebecca K.: Be my valentine now and for- makemesocreamy,_Ialsothinkyourbutt
ever.
· is really cute! Hopelessly in love.

Richard Manchester: I just wish you would
speak up at the SBA meetings. S.

Professor Komstein: Thanks for being so
interesting and full of lots of great knowledge and experience. We enjoy your class.
Your Spring '93 OPP class

Marcy Melnikoff: I hear the early spring is
a greattime for a ~\ow d_rive ~p the ri~er to
Albany. Are you ready? Dave.

.,. ,.

Moses: Be my Valentine! HoneyBalls '93.

J<;>ey Macri: Congradulations on finally
keeping Mai.treen & Brian up for a night!
Jon MacL: You are sooooooo' cute, It's
downright unfair tliat you wont give me
the time of day. My fantasies will have to
be enough. But oh, for just one night in
your arms and eyes...

MDF /Chen, Since this is our last
Valentine's Day together, will you be my
secret valentine? I love you and will fuis5
your heart-to-heart connection to me.
Gennifer Flowers.

J. Macri, Oh well, so much for the legend
that Italians are great lovers. Kristi

ArnieL. Teaqt~eJhe4th. FellowRehnquist Joe Macri and Pete Wagner: It's not nice to
Lover.
write fake valentine5 and then not sign
Laura L.: It's been a rough three years, but your names!
graduation's almost here. Thanks for your Laura M.: Have a happy Valentine's Day.
support. Love Doctor Murphy.
.. . . .
,. . , ..
~

Meredith: This is going to be a great year
for both of us-I'm so glad we're friends so
we can share it together·. Susan '94
Prof. MLP-Miss you this semester. Happy
Valentine's Day.

.
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M Mills: Will you marry me? Can we still
study together after y~u make law review?

Wendy Morgan: Happy Valentine's Day.
I don't know you but I wish l did.

Dean Ryerson: Welcome to NYLS. Stop by
the Reporter office and say "Hi" sometime.

p

Rob: Thanks for the Valentine. Lori

Professor Mills: I love your class. ES

Pat: It's getting late, come home. Morn,
Kathleen

My Friends: A keg of dark beer, and a
coffee-cake ring, these are a few of my
favorite things! T.R.

Pete: Come stick your weenie in my fondu.
Your Pal

N

Charlie P.: I loved sleeping with you on the
ski trip. Lets share a room and some
condoms again soon. Brian S.
Charlie P.: Next time you take our room to
shack up with a teenager, make sure you
change the sheets. Pat & Kenny.

Brian N. You are fat, balding and poor,
but I love you anyway. Love Maureen.

Josh P .: Love and kisses from the Reporter
staff. Most of them.

Ricky Newman: Yourmodestyisexceeded
only by your looks. C.

Rick .P .: Bulbulia was blind, your analysis
on the corporations exam was exquisite.
LoveT.O.

Nerdy: Please be my sex slave again tonight. I'll be the slave on Saturday--OK?
I'll lick your toes if you lick my--.
To New York Law School: You are my
vampire lover (you suck the life out of
me). From an exhausted fourth year·.
NYLS Administration: Why in the world
do you people in the administration act as
if it is the worst thing in the world to
actually help students? I stop by the
Registrar's office or Student Services, and
. the staff there act ~s if it is such an imposition to actually do something. Not that
either office is actually busy doing anything. Love '94

Charlie P. I need you to fill my braces.
Young & Lustful from Vermont
Mike P.'93: I think you are a hunk and I
would like to get my hands on you for just
one night. If you've got the time, I've got
the cheer. C.
·

s
D.S.: Barrister's Ball? Sure, I like Barristers.
Your babe.
Brenda S.: You are the sweetest valentine,
you stole my heart, please come back.
Doug S.: Your blockhead is the perfect foundation for our relationship. BC.
Sally: I thought we were friends. I did alot
for you. Now I find out you are talking
behind my back. I won't help you with your
math anymore. J.
Mike Simone: Open your mouth one more
time, and we'll put a $10,000 price on your
head. Be warned. The Dean's Office.
Doug Stem: If you were a man, I'd punch
you. J.S.
Doug Stem: I want to fondle your ear lobe
in Virginia once more: Love, Little Doug.

Patrick (Papito): You're my hero. Thanks Dear Doug S.: I love the way you look at the
for always being so helpful and going to . front of those Student senate meetings-just
class when I am in a funk and can' t go. darling. You'resocute--l'd love to rub your
Love, the Latin American Princess '94.
shoulders after a tough meeting, if you'd
To Joe Pacella: You are going to have to only look my way. I come to all the meetings
that aren't scheduled during class time.
give it up one of these days!
Why don't you just come over and say hi?
Peaches: I Love You! From Angel.
I' m the one who watches you all the time.
N~k: How. ~~ut a little hot on·e ~;'one? ProfessorPerlin:HappyV. Day to a teacher
To Eileen S.: You are one of the prettiest and
I'llbringtheoilifyou'll bringyourgorgous who puts the word caring back into teachnicest women that I have·ever met.
.'_ . M• • u_ J ,, #·-..:.•.!~ ~ 1....,·t,,_ .. ~; ... #;
booy. Barb.
" ·
t • i _. · ·1-·n..:.g::..·----~--------.....- - - . . .
· B. Schwartz: I get homyjustthinking about --~-- ·
Steve Neuwirth: What's the rnatter--you Dear Helena Prigal: Thanks for helping me you. l~S.
. don't want to come back and hang with oµt with that little problem. Who says·
.:._i
your old buddies since you graduated? Student Services doesn't do anything? You Brian Sch;a~tz: 'you· ha~e got ·t~~_-C:utest
body on just about any man at NYLS. If I
came through for me! D.
Stop on by: ELLSA
had the nerve, I would make you a memory_
TomNolan:Howcorneyoualwaysschedyou'd never forget.
ule those SBA meetings during class? P.
B. Schwartz: I got you leather underw~ar
Nissan: I wish I was driven by you.
this year to match the leather ankle straps I
Nancy N .: I am driven by you and to you.
bought you last year. Love Mike.

Q

0

Quint: Can westillgettogether?Onenight
isn't enough. How about a lifetime? The
woman in red.

T.O.: It worked great: Who says cheating
isn't fun. Crime does pay!

R

StacyO.: It's nice to see you coming out of
your shell.
Chris O'C.:Your help last year is "evidence" of the love we share for each other.
Richard Best ~94.
Obie, Lease, Fritas: In recognition of the
fact that there are no men interested in
either of you, we send you this valentine
in their stead. Most and Ack. '93.

K.R.: The notebook in the hall was a great
idea. My grade was very good. I'll always
appreciate your initiative and assistance.
Rachel: A+ it wasn't, but you rocked my
world. Newrn '94.
Rehnquist: f'm innocent. Kill me.

B. Schwartz: Who says less isn't more. You
make it plenty.
·
Security Staff: Thanks for doing a hard job
and putting up with a lot of bullshit from
assholes who should know better. We appreciate your efforts to make this a safer
school. Class of '94.
Karen Shelton '94: You are a truly exceptional person. I really enjoy having you as a
friend! Love, Andrew.
Karen Shelton: Please talk to me .. I'm sorry
I cut your piece, won't you ever forgive me.
The Management.
Karen Shelton: Where have you been all
semester? We love you and miss you.

"Justice" Rehnquist: I'm innocent too. Does Dean Simon: I li_k ed your book, "The AnT /0.: Just remember, cash is still the only that mean I get the chair as well? Is that tagonists", but other than your students,
what justice means?
.
_who were assigned the book, it must not
valid currency in this country.
To the Reporter: Do something. Cause a havebeenabestseller. It'~nowavailablein
Stacy Oberman: I'm still sorry. It's been a
little excitement before we all go to sleep.· hardback, remaindered froin Edward
year. When shall I be redeemed?
All the~cretthingsgoingonand ym1guys "",., Hamil.ton Bo_?ks for $4-_9~~~dents might
are afraid to cover the story. Helena.
· -'now hke to purchase it--very. reasonably
,
.,. priced.
·
~-: -~....., <f..' ,..,.,a..._'!:lt••rs
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Michael Simone: Just what do you think
about the new construction program? No,
what do you really think? Love, Helena.

Sylvia: Happy Valentine's · Day to the
sweetest woman selling barrister's ball
tickets. I love your earrings! M.

SS/lL: Love me till I'm raw.
Jeff Slate: I want you. Just come to the first
party and give me one chance to catch your
interest. K.
Ilene S.: Happy Valentine's day from your
friends. Thanks for beinga good friend. The
gang.
Scott Stopnick: When God created granite
and sculpters, he must have had your face in
mind. You are simply beautiful.
Jeff Slate: Every time I go to a SBA meeting,
I wish you had taken my advice and run for
President. If you had only taken my advice.
Christophe Slaughter: Quit teasing and start
pleasing.
H. Smith '96: Be my valentine-at least for
one night-the woman from the first class.
Mr. Smith: You can patrol my beat anytime.
Don't be so shy. I really like you.
Howard Smith: Are you ever going to write
that article?
Lome Smith: Some gentleman. You make a
woman an offer, then the cold shoulder. I
~nt you a valentine last year, and the year
before. I guess you are too busy on the eighth
floor to wrestle. I won't be sending you a
valentine next year.

T
T.O.: I want to be with you. Someone you
haven't been with.

-------------------------T.'95: Please wait for me. Luv.
Taco Lady: You are a lot of fun-and very
hot. Let's get together for a little fiesta.
Love, the Hot Dog Man.
Teddy:Canwemakeitanothernight?My
husband will be in town on the night we
originally planned. S.
Thunder Thighs: I love you my passionate
princess. Mr. T.
To my favorite Teddy Bear: I miss you.
Come home so we can snuggle on these
cold nights. Dean.
Debbie Todres: You drive me nuts!
Tom: Roses are red, violets.are blue. I'm
sure happy I met you. Happy Valentine's
Day, darling. Your Secret Admirer.
To all my friends in Student Services:
What do you do all day? M.W.

D. Stem: Why don't you tell her to shut up
and let you run the meeting? C.

Doug Stern: Dougie Bear, we've missed you
in the men's room lately. Let's get together
again. Da boys!
PaulaS.: HappyValentine'sDayfromyou're
favorite Ranger Fan.
To the Student Bar Association: After watching only two meetings, I am beginning to
understand what the Legal Writing Professors are talking about. You don't stick to the
point, you aren't consistent, and you don't
seem to understand precedent. G,.D help the
legal profession when you get to practice! It
isa wonder you haven't screwed everything
up! fed up '94.
Prof. Strossen: Lets get together and I'll
teach you about orginal intent. M.S.
Professor Strossen: I admire your mind and
other attributes. M.
J.S.: Before you graduate, how 'bout a little
roll on the roof! An admirer from afar.
Joan S.: I know I'm living with someone, but
that doesn't mean we can't be together! You
know who...'94

Cliff Ulrich: Thanks for being my friend.
Your Buddy.
------------------------Uni-Brow: A hairy man is a scary man.
Cousin It.
U Know Who: I'm very sorry. Please forgive me. I'll always love you. UKnow Me.

v
Vinnyin3L:YoucanbemyJoeyButtafuco.
To all the Vietnam Vets at NYLS: Don't
ever die, you sweet MF's.
TomyValentine:I'mgladyouaremybest
friend. L.T.
·

w
Wandy: You are beuatiful. Don't ever
change. P.H., R.G., D.D.
Aileen Wood: Happy first Valentine's Day.
Love, Da.

Joan Sutton. They say you're handling the
Barrister's Balls. Give them back!

Lee W .: I'd ride the sub~ay with you any
time.

Student Services - the S.S. of NYLS.

Mark W.: Can you reallyridethemechanical bull? I'm definitely no cow, but I bet I
can break your back. Want to bet?
Stephanie.

Sylvia & Kiyoko: I know you want me. All
you have to do is ask. CS'94.

-------------------------Pete W.: You laugh at the sooty roof, but
you know who else got down and dirty!
Pete W.: How about a menage-a-manicure? You know who.
Dear Dean Wellington: Thank you for the
kind. offer to make me the 1993 NYLS
graduation speaker. Unfortunately,Ican't
seem to get free that day. But I'd still love
to haye you for lunch sometime. Jeff
Dahmer.
Dear Dean Harry Wellington: Welcome
to New York Law School. We have very
high expectations for the next two years.
We look forward to working With you to
make "The New York Law School" a
proud name. We have one of the best
faculties. We have one of the best libraries. We have new buildings. We have
great students. Now, if we could only
straighten out the administrationr this
would be a proud law school. Class of '95
To my editors at the West Publishing
Company: Thanks for your editing and
support. Love, tenured professor.
Ms. Whitechurch: be my valentine. Lou. ,
Cheryl Williams: Thanks for being in my
classes and cheering me up with your
friendship, warm personality and sweet
smile. It has meant a lot to me. Thaflks.

Lome Smith: Bukowski indeed? Where is
your next book already?

Doug Stern: Big Mac, Loretta, Big Mac,
Loretta. Freedom of choice. I hope you'll
choose me. Guess which one I am?

Pete W.: I miss those first semester study
breaks! N2
Pete W.: You're inconsiderate, rude, and
very immature! Don't ignore your past
actions-you~ them! You know who.

Peter W.: May I see your papers please.

To All the Women in the Evening Division
of the class of '93:Thanks, You'vetriadeit
worth the wait.
Mike Wood: Roses are red, violets are
blue, onlyJimmy Hoffa is cuter than you!
J. Edgar Hoover.
-M-i-ke_W
__
ood
__:__Th
__a_nk---yo_u__f-or__be_m_·_g_so_
sweet and lovable. Wish everyone was
like you. '93
Patrick Wood: Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Dad.
WRVP: I expect to see you in a red dress
with spaghetti straps. By the way... want
to come up to an apartment I'm working
on? Stereotypical White Man '94.

y
Yvonne: I love you, be my valentine. Will
you marry me? Just for a little while? G.

z
SZ: Tall dark and handsome. I love you,
stud muffin. Angel.
Stacy Z. +Ilene S.: We would definitely
love to double with-you anytime.
Z.P.: I've been watching you!.A.C.
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Demonstrating Care
A few days after·the country witnessed the conflagration
caused by the Rodney King verdict, David Sundaram and a few
friends, including Scott
Sorentino and Judith Brink,
staged a mini demonstration in
front of NBC studios. ·As their
large poster and handbills indicate, they wanted to bring attention to the negative values
television seems to encourage.
The demonstration was planned
months before, as a tiny gesture
to demonstrate caring and promote awareness.
Mr. Sunduram said that as
a former psychologist/ counsellor, he had seen many examples
of people with distorted values.
He is convinced that television
producers, artists and entertainers' have a special position in
society as culture bearers and
story te\\ers. Rather than focu~
ing on positive values of sharing and caring, thoughtfuln~ss
and conflict resolution, the

media's content emphasizes the
simplistic good gny, bad guy syndrome, and encourages the kind
of competitive spirit where winning is everything. The impact
on many, especially the children,
is to create rank individualism
and
the philosophy of
survivalism, even at the expense
of others. Then the same media
piously laments the nega~ive
mindset so present today.~
Mr. Sundaram was unable
to evoke a response from NBC or
any other member of th~ media.
He did send handbills to certa~n
major NBC players. Howev~r, he
is not altogether unhapp~abol!_t
the results. People in the street
did express support, ..although
some were pessimistic that this
could ever .change. It is 'Mr.
Sundaram's conviction that we
must all plantourlittlegermseeds
of change, no matter how small,
that led him to this "demonstration of cari~-g." He intends to .
continue.
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Judith Brink points out David Sundaram's Message
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LATVIAN CHIEF JUSTICE VISI T S
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
Responding to broader questions on human rights issues, Justice
On January 28,New York Law School hosted GuidoZemribo, Chief
z.emribo
said that the Latvian Constitution protected human rights and
Justice of the Supreme Court of Latvia. Justice Zemribo spoke to a
roundtable gathering of students and faculty in the library at 2:15 p.m., equality. His explanation of exactly what constitutional framework the
and then to a larger audience in the Moot Court classroom at 4:00 p.m. government was using, however, was somewhat complicated. The
Justice Zemribo spoke primarily about human rights issues relating general impression seemed to be that the new government was still in the
to the current status of former Soviet citizens in Latvia. Justice z.emribo process of formation, with some debate over issues that are clearly
described the Soviet Union as an occupying country that ruled Latvia for defined in established democracies like the United States.
This theme recurred in Justice Zemribo's answer to a question on
forty years. During this occupation, the Soviet Union collected taxes from
Latvia and, Justice Zemribo asserted, awarded scarce and highly prized homosexuality and the rights of Gay people in Latvia. Justice Zemribo
Latvian apartment space to Russian nationals instead of Latvian nation- said that the Soviet proscription of homosexuality had been removed and
als, whowere required to endurewaitinglistsas long as fifteen years prior that homosexual sex was now legal in Latvia. He then compared Latvia
to obtaining an apartment. The Soviet Union also invested in the to progressive countries like Sweden by saying that those countries had
construction of military buildings and infrastructure in Latvia. Now that enjoyed many years of peace in which to formulate civil rights protecthe Soviet Union has dissolved, the people who live in Latvia are trying tions, while Latvia has had only one year of independence and thus has
to decide which people and which resources should remain in Latvia, and not had much opportunity to legislate on specific civil rights issues.
On the topic of fixed resources like buildings and land, Justice
which should go back to Russia, and on what terms.
The Latvian parliament has produced several proposals for a law of Zemribo characterized the Russian position a s one-sided. He
citizenship, the most controversial of which would require applicants to pointed to disputes over former Soviet military assets and said that
prove they have resided in Latvia for at least sixteen years. The sixteen Russia takes the position that these assets are Soviet property
year figure is related to former Soviet passport requirements, but it has because they were built using Soviet tax revenues. Justice Zemribo
drawn criticism from Russians who have lived in Latvia for many years countered by asserting that Soviet tax revenues came in part from
the Latvian people. While he conceded that Latvia provided only
but fewer than sixteen years.
Justice Zemribo criticized media accounts of current developments about two percent of Soviet tax revenues, he pointed pointed out
in Latvia. He argued that western media relied heavily on Russian that the Latvian two percent was d isbursed throughout the former
sources, overlooking the ROint of view of Latvi~ns. He pointed out that Soviet Union, giving Latvians a claim on two percer.t of Murmansk,
Latvia had been an independent country prior to World War II, and that, · two percent of Ukraine, and so on. Rather than try to collect a ll
to older Latvians, World War II would only end when the occupation of these scattered two percents, Justice Zemribo said that Latvians
Latvia ended. His remarks also conveyed a sense of frustration or claimed Soviet assets w ithin Latvia. He also said that th is dispute
resentmentofRussianson thepartofLatvians. In addition tohisassertion tends to ~ecome moot, ho":'ever, as. former Soviet troops often
regarding apartment allocations, Justice Zemribo complained that most p es.troy military a ssets that they are n ot able to take with them i~cluding

Russians il\Latvia had never bothered t9 learn the Latvian language.
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1993 YEARBOOK NOTICE !! fl!

OR NO LUNCfl

The Yearbook Staff announces that there is still time to purchase
your NEW......SENSATIONAL...,..FABULOUS......1993 NEW YORK
LAW SCHOOL YEARBOOK!!!!

COME TO

PLEASE RESERVE YOUR COPY IMMEDIATLY.
AT THE LOW PRICE OF $30.00 ,
All students are encouraged to order a yearbook this year. Our
Yearbook photographers will be circulating around the school to make
sure that all students from both the day and evening sections are
included in the yearbook.
You will find color photos of the graduation ceremony and greater
inclusion of the faculty and first, second, third, and fourth year
~tudents . Don't delay. Send or bring your order form and checks
made out to the NYLS 1993 Yearbook to the Office of Student
Services, Attention: Sally Harding, or see the Yearbook staff in the
basement of "C" building of the new Student Center.
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Seniors: A reminder to send in your selections of one photo with
street clothing and one photo with cap and gown to the Photographer.
The photo with street clothing will be the picture placed with your class.
The cap and gown photo will be placed in your half-page section. Your
half-page may include 1-200 words of your thoughts or no thoughts. If
you do not wish to write anything, you may desire to put in information
about what extra-curricular activities, club activities, special organiza.tions, programs, etc. which you may have been active in during your
years at The New York Law School.
If you would like to work on the staff, please leave a message in
Delvis Valdes; Mike Wood, o'r Jackie George's r'nailfolders. We need
some energetic and hardworking· law students·to help us with the
yearbook. Volunteer!!! Help make this yearbook·marvelous!
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;Roving Reporter :
What Did: You Think of the Externship Program?

L··

Scott Mackoff - "I found the
Externship Seminar to be a good
introduction to some of the elements of negotiation and counseling. The assignmentthatl had with
the Glen Cove Oty Attorney's Office was a good introduction to
many fields in the law and the way
politics affects the law."
Dave DeSiver - "I liked the
field component because it gave
you real experience of a variety of
that you would not experience in
·the classroom!"
Steve Goldstein - "The best
thing about the ExtemshipSeminar
is that you get 'hand's-on experience.'-Itgivesyouachancetomake
connections."
Marc Skobac - "It spells out
what you'learn in civil procedure
and other law classes. You get to
understand things that you did not
comprehend in the classes. Before:
theextemship, what you learned in
class was abstract. This course
makes things concrete!"
Kathleen Decilie - "I think it
is a wonderful opportunity for students to take advantage in the
school. Itdoesn'tappearthatthere
aremanyclinicsthathavecutbacks
on them. The Extemship Seminar
is an excellent opportunity to find
out if you are interested in criminal
law, civil law, corporate law, or
whatever you think you might be
interested in. It could be a horrifying eye-opener that upon graduation you wanted to go into criminal
law....And, all ofa sudden, you will
h~veno~xperienceinitandyouare
· d1sappomted. Take advantage of
these extemship programs to pursue those interests while you are
still in school."
Brendan Barry- "The experience in Legal Aid was wonderful! I
liked it a lot. I went to court. I did
research. I drafted motions. I had
a great time! I highly recommend
the extemship program in the Legal Aid area."
Gary Goldman - "I thought
the Externship Seminar was worthwhile. It was a good experience. I
think that everyone should be required to take one extemship over
the years because it exposes you to
real work situations."

Swati Jamindar - "I worked
at the Manhattan Legal Aid. The
attorney that I was working with
wasveryhappytohelpme. Ithink
there are too many requirements
on the extemship because the other
clinics do not have the requirement
·of15ht>llr5perweekandyoudon't
have to do journals. Other clinics
require much Jess for the same
amount of credits. And furthermore,youdon'thavet,pdotheclass
projects. !nother:clinics,allyoudo
is sit around an~ talk about what
happened at your placement. You
are only only required to go to your
placement 12 hours per week and
do a final paper. Even though, I
found the program to be a really
good experience. The journals were
helpfulto me to understand everything and to conceptualize everything that was going on. It forced
me to sit down and reflect on what
happened during the day and to
write my journals. I highly recommend the Extemship Seminar to
everybody. Also, the classroom
part of the externship program
should be a four-credit grade. That
is my only criticism of the classroom part. This Externship Semi, nar was one of the best learning
experiences that you could ever
have here at the NYLS."

prepare you for the practicalities of
' dealing with the eourtsys_tem, oth~r
attorneys, the Distrkt Attorney's
Office,andcityorstateagencies. So
in this respect, the Extemship Seminar is the advantage relative to all
law school students. One thing to
improve in the extemship program
is probably to get more information
from the mentor attorneys about
the placement from their perspective. That would be helpful." ·
'
JackieGeorge: ''Myexperience with the Externship Seminar
has been extremely gratifying. The
Dan Gewirtz - "What I liked different counseling and interview
most abo'Ut the Exterilship Seminar taped sessions gave me an insight
· was that it gave me an opportunity on what to do and what not to do
to try o~t something that I wouldn't during client interviews and counhave had the chance to do had I seling. · Professor Mariana Hogan
been out of law school working in was excellent in critiquing ourperthe field of crintlnal law. It was formances as 'interviewers and
something ·1 never had any strong counsellors. She was also able to
feelingsaboutdoing. Luckily,Iwas bring forth a lot of guidance and
about to find out for sure that I insight into the skills required for
didn't really want to go !nto crimi- , yo~r performanc~ as an attorney. I
nal law. Basically, I was able to · found the oral presentationsby my
, eliminate something which can be , fellow law students to be very inas difficult as choosing what area · teresting. I learned about many
you want to go work in. ·However, other facets on the practice of law
the aspect oflitigation and inbeing through them. I found Professor
in front of a Judge and speaking Hogantobeinspiringinhelpingme
with clients are general skills that I evaluate the legal setting through
really wanted to get out of the in- my journal entries. My pl.acement
temship. And for that reason, it was really great! I had a great staff
was very informative; and the skills of attorneys and field representathat are developed will help me in tives to work with. We were in
any field of law. In fact, I do want court all the time and at differE;nt
to go into litigation and having the court settings: hospitals all over
experience with criminal law wilr Bergen County and Essex County,
only make me more well rounded aswellasattheEssexCountyCourtin the civil arena."
house. Mymentor-attorney,Patrick
Harold Stone: "I worked with Reilly,wastrulyamazing. Heisnot
the Department of Corrections - only intelligent, but is also a very
Health Services. My first impres- caring specialist in the field. We
sion of the Externship Seminar was worked with adolescents and adults
that it introduced me to an area of who were either voluntarily or inthe law with which I was not famil- voluntarily committed into psychiiar with. You can get right into an atric institutions. You must be a
area of the law where one might very speciallawyer to handle these
want to pursue. My second im- typesofcases. Mr.Reillyputforth
pression was thatlaw school doesn't every effort to make my externship
experience an excellent one. I highly
recommend the extemship seminar to every law student.
My
tutor-mentor was Professor Keri
Gould who is an expert in the field
of mental health advocacy. She
provided me with an insight into
this new area of the law and helped
me make the decision to do an
externship with the Division. of
Mental Health Advocacy of the
New Jersey Public Advocate's Office, which I truly enjoyed."

Professor Mariana Hogan critiques externship presentations PHOTO BY JACJ<IB GooaGB
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BOOK DISTRIBUTION
BEGINS:-

WEDNESDAY
.MARCH 24th
.

.

REMEMBER: You Must Present Your
Book Distribution Card and
Return Any Old Books to Receive _
New Ones. ,_~

cLASS OF 1993 .PLEASE NOTE:
MARCH 24th .· WILL BE THE

LAST DAY TO . SECURE THE
$1245 TIJITION. AFTER THAT
.·.·
DATE TOO TUITION WILL BE
_ . · -}~~~~;-:-: . . $1345 UNTIL 4/22. THEREAFf:ER·
·-- .. ·"·
FULL TUITION: $1395! ·
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